Forward genetic screens have been highly successful in revealing roles of genes and pathways in complex biological events. Traditionally these screens have focused on isolating mutants with the greatest phenotypic deviance, with the hopes of discovering genes that are central to the biological event being investigated. Behavioral screens in mice typically use simple activity-based assays as endophenotypes for more complex emotional states of the animal. They generally set the selection threshold for a putative mutant at 3 SDs (z score of 3) from the average behavior of normal animals to minimize false-positive results. Behavioral screens using a high threshold for detection have generally had limited success, with high false-positive rates and subtle phenotypic differences that have made mapping and cloning difficult. In addition, targeted reverse genetic approaches have shown that when genes central to behaviors such as open field behavior, psychostimulant response, and learning and memory tasks are mutated, they produce subtle phenotypes that differ from wild-type animals by 1 to 2 SDs (z scores of 1 to 2). We have conducted a second-generation (G2) dominant Nethyl-N-nitrosourea (ENU) screen especially designed to detect subtle behavioral mutants for open field activity and psychostimulant response behaviors. We successfully detect mutant lines with only 1 to 2 SD shifts in mean response compared with wild-type control animals and present a robust statistical and methodological framework for conducting such forward genetic screens. Using this methodology we have screened 229 ENU mutant lines and have identified 15 heritable mutant lines. We conclude that for screens in mice that use activity-based endophenotypic measurements for complex behavioral states, this G2 screening approach yields better results.
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ethylnitrosourea mutagenesis | forward genetic screen | mouse behavior screen | open field behavior | psychostimulant response F orward genetic screens are one of the cornerstones of modern biology, leading to the successful identification of numerous genes and pathways regulating complex biological phenomena. One hundred years ago, Thomas Hunt Morgan published two articles describing a series of overt eye and wing mutants in Drosophila created using mutagens (1, 2) . He used these overt mutants as markers for genetic mapping, laying the foundations of modern genetics. Since then screens in model organisms have been successful in many phenotypic domains (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) .
Forward genetic screens for complex behavior were pioneered by Seymour Benzer, who in a landmark study in 1967 used a countercurrent distribution procedure to isolate fly lines with phototactic defects (8) . Although phototaxis had been previously used as an assay in Drosophila, Benzer had four key insights that allowed him to use it as an assay to isolate genetic mutants. First, he established a quick, simple, and high-throughput assay to screen thousands of flies in a single day. Second, rather than outbred fly stocks that were normally used (9) , he used a genetically isogenic strain of flies to minimize phenotypic variance. Third, he screened through several isogenic strains before settling on one, Canton-S, which unlike the others has a very robust phototactic response. Fourth, to increase the probability of finding mutants, he used a potent mutagen, ethyl methanesulfonate, to induce unique mutations in the screening population. Benzer demonstrated that phototaxis, a complex sensorimotor behavioral response, could be dissected genetically by a seemingly simple assay (8, 10) .
These same principles are used in modern day screening protocols for behavioral mutants; however, their application in mice has been more challenging. Many of the behavioral endophenotypes that are routinely measured are highly variable, either because of the inherent nature of these measurements or because the behavior itself is highly influenced by environmental and stochastic factors (11) . This variability also exists in fly assays but can be overcome by increasing the screening population or screening multiple progeny from individual lines rather than relying on individual flies. Increasing the number of animals tested is often prohibitive with mice owing to cost, and instead the threshold for detection of mutants is raised to as high as 3 SDs to minimize falsepositive results. In addition, locomotor output assays are often used as endophenotypes for complex emotionality, and these outputs can be affected by systems independent of the behavioral pathway being investigated, leading to identification of animals with pleiotropic phenotypes (12, 13) . Moreover, mutations in genes known to regulate behaviors such as learning and memory, psychostimulant response, and open field behavior usually only produce a shift in the mean of 1 to 2 SDs (11, (13) (14) (15) . Thus, when genetic screens are conducted to search for "strong" (greater than 3 SDs) mutants, the investigator is attempting to discover mutants that are more extreme than what would normally be found if a key gene, known to mediate the behavior, was deleted.
Exploratory behavior in an open field measures an animal's "emotionality" (16, 17) . Ambulation, thigmotaxis, defecation, urination, sniffing, grooming, freezing, and many other measurements can be used as endophenotypes for an animal's mood or emotional state (18) . Locomotor activity after administration of a psychoactive drug is a measure of an animal's sensitivity to the drug. Although not a test of addiction, the sensitivity and sensitization of locomotor response to drugs of abuse is correlated with an animal's propensity to become addicted to that drug (19, 20) . Individual differences in response to drugs of abuse due to genetic factors have been well established in humans as well as mouse model systems (21) . Selective breeding and quantitative trait loci (QTL) analysis have shown that both measurements routinely performed in the open field assay and psychostimulant response have high heritability, indicating that genetic factors make large contributions to the phenotype in mice and humans (21) (22) (23) (24) .
Here we conducted a screen specifically designed to discover mutants that are 1 to 2 SDs from the mean of normal animals. We analyzed open field assay (OFA) and psychostimulant response assay (PSY) in a second-generation (G2) screening strategy from more than 2,300 mice from 230 families and analyzed more than 7,000 h of video to discover mutants in both these phenotypes.
Results
Screening Strategy. Typical behavioral screens in mice test generation 1 (G1) progeny for dominant and semidominant phenotypes or generation 3 (G3) progeny for recessive phenotypes using strict cutoffs such as 3 SDs (z score >3) to minimize the number of falsepositive results (type I error) (25, 26) . With the exception of circadian behavior, in large-scale recessive screens we have observed that the majority of behavioral mutants have subtle phenotypic effects (z score 1 to 2) (11, 27) . To find dominant or semidominant mutants that are 1 to 2 SDs from the mean of a control screening population more efficiently, we used a G2 screening strategy. G1 mice were bred one more generation by back-crossing to C57BL/6J females to generate G2 mice that were screened (Fig. 1A) . If there is a mutation affecting the phenotype of interest then 50% of the G2 mice should be carriers for this mutation on average. By screening 10 G2s from each G1 we are able to sample each mutant genome multiple times and screen individual families or lines rather than individual G1 mice. We hypothesized that any causative mutation would shift the mean of the entire G2 family in a statistically significant manner. To determine how many G2s should be tested for each G1 animal we carried out computational simulations to determine the optimal screening strategy. We simulated two populations with 1 SD difference in mean and randomly selected 5, 10, 15, or 20 individuals from these two distributions. The means from these two draws were compared in a t test to determine whether they were statistically significant in their difference. This was repeated 100,000 times, and the distribution of the P values was plotted (Fig. S1 ). We determined that screening 20 animals from each G1 would result in a P value of #0.05 more than 80% of the time. We choose to generate 10 G2 from each G1 and test each G2 twice, thus giving us 20 G2 tests for each G1 animal (Fig. 1A) .
Behavioral Tests and Analysis Conducted. Two hundred twenty-nine mutagenized G1s were placed into mating to produce 2,306 G2s that were screened for OFA and PSY. On average, 10 G2s from each G1 were generated, and each G2 was tested twice over 2 wk for OFA and PSY. Because of the limited number of progeny being produced from each G1, males and females and the two tests were treated as independent. The 90-min test was split into two parts (Fig. 1B) . The first 30 min (−30 to 0; Fig. 1B ) consisted of the OFA, after which the animals were i.p. injected with cocaine (20 mg/kg; red arrow in Fig. 1B ) and observed for a further 60 min (0-60; Fig.  1B ) for PSY. This test was repeated 7 d after the first test. The testing chamber is a 55 cm × 55 cm × 36 cm well-lit matrix (700 ± 56 lx). For OFA the chamber is divided into a 5 × 5 grid consisting of 25 zones, and the time and distance an animal spent in the center, periphery, and corners was measured. We also measured the distance an animal traveled in the various zones during the test and crossing between the periphery and center. For PSY we analyzed the velocity of the animals before and after injection with cocaine. A detailed explanation of test measures is given in Fig. S2 . All animals were tracked using video-based software (LimeLight; Actimetrics), and the videos are available upon request. Representative tracking data from eight animals are shown in Fig. 1C . Each row represents tracking data from one animal, and each frame shows 10 min of tracking data. During the open field part of the test, animals show exploratory behavior in the matrix, with more time spent in the corners and periphery than in the center. After injection with cocaine, the velocity of the animals increases significantly. During the postinjection phase [third, fourth, and fifth column (from left), Fig. 1C ], the animal is running in the periphery with elevated velocity (Fig. 1B) . As the drug effect wears off, animals return to preinjection activity level (Fig. 1B and last  column, Fig. 1C ).
Sixteen measures from this test were extracted and used in our analysis focusing on OFA distance traveled, OFA time in various zones, and PSY (Fig. S2) . To visualize relationships between the measured traits, we constructed a correlogram (28) . The correlogram used here iconically displays the correlation matrix, with the magnitude and direction of correlation indicated by color intensity ( Fig. 2A, Lower) and bivariate concentration ellipse containing 68% of the data points (1 SD ellipse) with a LOWESS fit through the data ( Fig. 2A, Upper) . As expected, many of the measured behaviors are correlated with each other. For instance, all three of the psychostimulant response measures are correlated, as are the OFA distance and time measures (Fig. 2A) . Given the correlative nature of the data, we wanted to determine the independent factors and extract a combined behavioral score for each of these factors. One exploratory data analysis tool that can be used to understand multidimensional data is principal components analysis (PCA). PCA uses linear weighted composites of measured traits (the behavioral responses) to yield the primary components or factors that can account for the total variance. Although not confirmatory like structural equation modeling, PCA can yield important clues about the latent structure of the data. In addition, the factor loadings can be used to calculate a combined factor score that can be used as a calculated behavioral score for screening. Before conducting PCA, all phenotypes were confirmed to be normally distributed ( Fig. S3 A and B) . We carried out PCA on the 16 behavioral scores and 4,600 tests. In this dataset three major components or eigenvalues explained more than 92% of the phenotypic variance. Analysis of the PCA loadings indicated that PC1, which accounts for 48% of the variance, loads highly for OFA measurements. PSY measurements load highly on PC2, which accounts for 24.4% of the variance, and a subset of OFA measurements load highly on PC3, which account for 20% of the variance. To further interpret the biological basis of these three components and to visualize their relationship, we constructed a biplot scatterplot matrix (Fig. 2B) . Biplots are helpful in revealing multicollinearity and clustering of variables used in PCA. Mathematically they represent a graphic display of matrix multiplication that can be used to represent any two-way table (29) . The biplot scatterplot matrix of the first three principal components and an analysis of the component loadings show that OFA distance traveled, OFA time spent in various areas of the matrix, and psychostimulant response form three distinct clusters (Fig. 2B ). Vector biplot analysis (Fig. 2B , Upper) as well as scaled biplot analysis (Fig. 2B, Lower) show that PSY measurements cluster together (Fig. 2B, red points) . The OFA distance traveled measurements cluster with crossing from periphery to center measurement (Fig. 2B , blue points), and OFA time spent and distance traveled cluster together (Fig. 2B , green points). The only exception seems to be OFA percent time and distance in center, which cluster with OFA distance measurements. PCA analysis indicates three independent factors: PC1, OFA activity as measured by the distance an animal travels (OFA distance); PC2, response to cocaine (PSY response); and PC3, OFA activity as measured by where an animal spends its time, particularly in the periphery and corners of the matrix (OFA time and distance distribution). Thus, how much an animal travels, where it travels, and how much it responds to cocaine seem to be independent.
Ambulation in the open field has been interpreted as a measure of fearfulness or anxiety, as well as an animal's tendency for exploratory behavior (30) . Using factor loadings from the first three principal components, three composite behavioral scores were calculated for each animal tested, and the scores were treated as a calculated behavioral trait (PC1, PC2, and PC3). Next we were interested in finding G2 families that have multiple individuals that are behaviorally different in the measured phenotypes compared with control animals. To visualize behavioral data for each phenotype, the data of each family for all 19 phenotypic scores were plotted ( Fig. 3 and Fig. S4 A-D). Fig. 3 shows four representative phenotypes from the 19 phenotypes used in analysis. Fig. S4 A-D contains a detailed phenotype of each animal separated by family and by phenotype. Each row represents one family, with the mean of their family displayed as a point, and the line represents ± 1 SD range. For visual aid, the red lines represent mean and 1 SD range of the WT001 control family (n = 392). WT001, the first family in each graph, is the unmutagenized control group. Progeny from WT001, unmutagenized C57BL/6J matings, were produced throughout the screen and tested alongside mutagenized screening population for proper control. This family serves as the group with which all of the other animals are compared. Most of the mean values for each family that were screened fall within 1 SD of the control population; however, even cursory examination reveals families that are deviants in certain phenotypes. For instance, ENU042 has high corner time (Fig. 3C ), low OFA total distance (Fig. 3B) , and high PC1 score (Fig. 3D ), although it is normal for PSY (Fig. 3A) . ENU100 has low psychostimulant response (Fig. 3A) but seems normal in all other phenotypes ( Fig. 3 B-D) . ENU172 seems to be affected in all four phenotypes shown in Fig. 3 . Even though visual inspection and shift in mean of family can imply that a line is interesting, we wanted to use significance in statistical tests as strict criteria to determine whether a family is mutant.
Unlike typical genetic screens, which use cutoffs or simply select the most extreme animals in a distribution, we used statistical analysis to determine which G2 family differed significantly from the control population (designated WT001). In statistical hypothesis testing, when a large number of hypotheses (m hypotheses) are tested simultaneously and the final inferences need to be valid across all experimental variables that are being tested, the probability of committing type I error increases as m increases dramatically. In this screen we have 230 groups, and even at a very conservative α = 0.001, the probability of committing at least one type I error is 28.
To control for multiple testing we used Dunnett's test with step-down procedure using the multcomp package in R (31-33).
Step-down procedures in multiple testing offer a more powerful approach than single-step procedures and come in two flavors, step-up and step-down (34, 35) .
Stepdown procedures, used in the current analysis, test ordered hypothesis and reject null hypothesis until the first nonrejection is reached using the closure principle to increase power of the statistical test (36) . Because any hypothesis rejected by the single-step procedure will also be rejected by the stepwise method but not vice versa, the multistep procedures are considered more powerful (37).
Dunnett's test using the step-down method resulted in a P value for each family for each measured trait. Forty-two and 23 lines had at least one phenotype that met the criteria for significance at α = 0.05 and 0.01, respectively. We initially plotted the −logP value for each family in each trait, as shown in Fig. S5 , and noticed that certain G2 families showed significant differences in multiple phenotypes. This was expected because many of the measures are correlated. To visualize whether certain families have similar significant differences, the families were clustered according to the P values obtained from the Dunnett's test for multiple comparisons. Agglomerative hierarchical clustering places multidimensional observations into groups or clusters according to the dissimilarity metric between observations. Cluster analysis based on P values revealed six classes of mutants that are significantly different from control animals (Fig. 4) . These consist of various combinations of the 19 measured traits, and to our surprise these clusters or classes of mutants roughly fall into combinations of the three major principle components.
Each cluster represents a group of G2 families that have similar statistically significant differences in their respective phenotypes. For instance, cluster VI consists of lines that are affected in PSY measures only, whereas cluster V consists of lines that are affected in PSY as well as OFA distance measures. Biologically cluster V families are hypoactive or hyperactive animals in OFA and also have significantly different response to cocaine, and cluster VI are families that are normal in OFA but have a specific phenotype in cocaine response. Cluster I consists of lines that have a phenotype in the percent time and distance in corners only. This seems to be a highly specific phenotype that is a subset of PC1. Cluster II and IV are the two largest clusters and include all OFA phenotypes. These lines have phenotypic differences in percent time, percent distance, and total distance traveled; however, their psychostimulant response is not affected. Cluster III consists of families that are affected in OFA distance traveled measurements only. These animals are hyperor hypoactive, but the relative distribution of where in the matrix they spend their time is not different from control animals. Clusters I, III, and VI are specific to OFA time, distance, and PSY respectively. Clusters II, IV, and V are combinations of these three specific clusters. Thus, clustering based on P value has revealed distinct classes of mutants.
Mutant Lines Are Heritable. In traditional genetic screens after a putative mutant is identified, the animal is bred and the genetic transmission of the mutant trait is confirmed in successive generations. This confirmation of "vertical transmission" is critical for identification of a true genetic mutant. By the nature of the screen we conducted, multiple individuals in a G2 family must be affected sufficiently to change the mean response in a statistically significant manner. A single extreme animal should not change the mean in a statistically significant manner. However, it is still possible that environmental factors could affect multiple individuals from the same line and change the overall phenotype of the line. Therefore, we wanted to confirm that lines displayed the mutant phenotype in multiple generations and are indeed heritable. We choose 27 lines and intercrossed the extreme animals together and analyzed the progeny for vertical transmission of the affected phenotype in the next generation. We specifically chose traits such as percent time in corner and periphery because these are traits for which standard screening cutoffs have been difficult to apply owing to high variability in measurement. The ENU042 line was originally identified as a family with low overall activity and high time spent in corners. This family is representative of the phenotype seen in cluster IV that is significantly different in OFA distance traveled and percent time spent in various areas of the matrix but not in PSY and constitutes the second largest phenotypic class cluster. When G2 animals high in percent time spent in corners were intercrossed, the next generation of animals (G3) also displayed significantly higher time in corners and low total distance traveled ( Fig. 5 A and B, respectively). This line, which displays low exploratory behavior with high levels of thigmotaxis and low ambulation, seems to be a high-anxiety line. ENU052 was chosen for heritability testing because it belonged to cluster VI, which has phenotype specific for cocaine response only. This cluster was not affected in any of the OFA traits. When G2 animals from this family with high response to cocaine were intercrossed to produce G3 progeny, the next generation had a significantly higher response to cocaine, like the G2 generation (Fig. 5C ). In both G2 and G3 the response to cocaine is ≈1 SD higher than in the control group. Because this line has normal baseline activity and OFA phenotypes, we would argue that it does not have anxiety or exploratory behavior abnormalities but is affected in only cocaine response.
We also chose animals from cluster III, which is specific for OFA distance measurements but not in OFA time or PSY measurements. This cluster can be considered as mutants that are normal for anxiety-like behaviors but have high or low exploratory behavior as measured by ambulation. ENU144, which belongs to this cluster, is significantly higher than the control group in the OFA total distance traveled measure in two consecutive generations (Fig. 5D ). The total distance traveled during the OFA is 1 SD higher than in the control group in both G2 and G3 for ENU144. Thus, this line has a mutation that specifically affects components of PC1, exploratory behavior. ENU189 was chosen from cluster II, which constitutes the largest phenotypic class of mutants. This class has significant differences in OFA distance and time measurements but is phenotypically normal for psychostimulant measures. Animals from ENU189 G2 and G3 had higher time spent in periphery as well as decreased total distance traveled ( Fig. 5 E and F, respectively) . This line is similar to ENU042 in having low exploratory activity and high anxiety-like behavior.
Overall in our screen we placed progeny from 27 G2 families for heritability testing and confirmed inheritance in 15 lines. Putative mutants from all six phenotypic clusters were placed into mating. Data for heritable lines not shown in Fig. 5 are shown in Fig. S6A , and data for lines that were not heritable are shown in Fig. S6B . We were able to discover at least one heritable mutant from each cluster, even when there were very few individuals in the cluster. For instance, heritable lines ENU059 and ENU039 from cluster I had high percent time in corners compared with control animals in both G2 and G3 (Fig. S6A) . This was the smallest cluster, with only seven mutant lines. We discovered two lines with high response to cocaine, ENU052 (Fig. 5D) and ENU086 (Fig. S6A) , and one line with low response to cocaine, ENU100 (Fig. S6A) . Lines that were Fig. 4 . Hierarchical clustering of phenotypes and families by P value reveals six distinct classes of mutants. Each G2 family was clustered according to P values obtained from Dunnett's test. The y axis represents each of 229 families tested, and the x axis represents each of the 19 phenotypes measured. Both the phenotypes and families are clustered. Another representation of these data without clustering in which the P value for each line is plotted by phenotype is shown in Fig. S5 . The lines that were placed into mating for heritability testing are indicated on the right. Lines in bold and italic passed heritability testing, and lines in plain text did not pass heritability testing. Two heritable lines, WT248 and WT054, are not shown marked in the list of heritable lines in this figure. not heritable represent five of the six mutant clusters (Fig. S6B) . These nonheritable lines were significantly different from control animals in G2 but not significantly different in G3. There does not seem to be a trend as to which lines proved heritable and which lines were not heritable. All heritable (bold, italics text) and nonheritable (plain text) lines have been marked in Fig. 4 . Two heritable lines, WT248 and WT054, are not marked in Fig. 4 because WT248 has a circling phenotype and WT054 was not significant at a global level when all 230 lines were used for multiple comparisons.
Another line that we isolated with an interesting phenotype is ENU248. This line originally attracted our attention because animals showed a sudden drop in activity after cocaine injection. However, further examination of the video showed that animals were going into stereotypy followed by high-frequency circling after cocaine injection. When a female displaying this behavior was placed into mating to produce G3, we noticed animals with the same behavior in the successive generation. Fig. 5G shows tracking data from a G3 ENU248 animal showing high-frequency circling compared with a control female. Circling can be seen at 3,000-5,000 s of the test (Fig. 5G and Movies S1 and S2). This female had extremely high baseline activity and after injection went into rapid circling behavior. The velocity data are provided in Fig. S7 . Although this was not a phenotype we were screening for, this type of behavior is seen in 6-hydroxydopamine lesioned rats (38) and has been used as a quantitative measure of sensitization to psychostimulants (39) . Thus, this line may display extreme sensitivity to cocaine, which manifests as rotational behavior instead of increase in general locomotor activity.
Discussion
We describe here the results of a forward genetic screen carried out in mice to discover behavioral mutants that deviate by only 1 to 2 SDs from wild type (z score 1 to 2). Because forward genetic screens have traditionally searched for qualitative mutants that deviate more than 3 SDs, these mutants would be considered subtle quantitative mutants. However, an examination of the
. Heritability testing. Representative lines from several mutant classes identified in Fig. 3 were bred for one more generation to test for heritability. Test data from individual animals are plotted in the scatterplot. Red bar represents mean ± 1 SD of each family. G2 is the screening population and G3 are progeny generated by intercrossing G2 animals. ENU042 belongs to cluster IV and has significant differences in OFA percent time in corners and OFA total distance traveled (A and B, respectively). ENU052 belongs to cluster VI, which has a phenotype specifically in response to cocaine (C). ENU144 (D) and ENU189 (E and F) belong to cluster II and have a phenotype in several OFA measures, two of which are shown here. ENU248 is a line that displays stereotypy followed by high-frequency circling after injection of cocaine. Each box represents 500 s of tracking data for wild-type control line (G, Lower) and an ENU248 progeny (G, Upper). The animals are injected after 2,000 s, and circling is seen between 3,000 and 4,000 s. Velocity data for this ENU248 animal are provided in Fig. S7 , and the videos are available as supplemental data (Movie S1 and Movie S2). literature in which reverse genetic approaches have been used to study the loss of function of genes central in pathways regulating behaviors such as psychostimulant response, fear conditioning, and open field response have shown that 1 to 2 SD mutations are typical (11, 15) . Although "emotionality" in rodents has been extensively studied as a model of anxiety disorder in humans, forward genetic screens in mice for behavior have not been as successful as in other phenotypic domains. There have been numerous large-scale screens carried out for neurobehavioral mutants; however, only a handful of mutants have been isolated using this approach (14, 25, 27, 40, 41) , probably owing to the imprecise nature of many behavioral assays. We have also found that mutants isolated using a high threshold of detection have a high rate of false positives. For instance, in the National Institutes of Health neurogenomics screen conducted at Northwestern University, only 17% of the putative mutants found in the initial screen passed heritability testing (27) . In another G1 dominant screen, Wada et al. (41) found that only 23% of putative mutants passed their criteria for heritability test. In the G2 screen conducted here, we confirmed inheritance in 56% of the lines we placed into breeding to produce G3. Our criterion for inheritance is strict in that the G3 animals must have a mean that is statistically different from control animals. Thus, the G2 screen is much more efficient in finding heritable mutants than G1. The G2-based screening described here is more labor intensive and does not allow the screening of as many mutagenized genomes as a G1 screen; however, the results are much more reliable, with much fewer lines that fail heritability tests. The key to conducting a screen for subtle mutants is the use of multiple individuals arising from a single G1. Testing a family of G2 animals from each G1 allows multiple sampling of each mutant genome. In this screen we tested more than 2,300 G2 animals from 229 mutant G1s and extracted 16 different behavioral scores from the OFA and PSY of these animals. PCA places these behaviors into three groups: psychostimulant response, distance traveled during OFA, and time spent and distance traveled in various regions during OFA. We compared the behavioral scores from the measured and calculated phenotypes for significant differences from control animals. Using Dunnett's test to control for multiple testing, families that were significantly different were identified. Several families were significantly different in multiple phenotypes, and upon hierarchical clustering based on P values we discovered six classes of mutants. These classes are combinations of the three independent factors that were discovered in PCA. We bred several of these mutant lines for another generation and confirmed that the phenotypes were indeed heritable. PCA and factor analysis have been extensively used to study rodent behavior and have also been applied to QTL analysis for behavioral measures (30, (42) (43) (44) . Use of multivariate analysis has led to the discovery of unique QTLs regulating latent behaviors that cannot be directly measured, such as fearfulness and anxiety (45, 46) . Hierarchical clustering has been applied to chemical genetics screen for sleep/wake behavior in larval zebrafish, yielding information about drugs affecting shared behaviors (47) . The combination of these statistical techniques allowed us to screen for subtle mutants.
In this G2 screen of 229 lines 10% of the lines had a significant difference at α of 0.01 and 18% at α of 0.05. It is interesting to note that in our screens we obtained many more mutants in OFA than in PSY, perhaps reflecting the genetic architecture of these phenotypes. Our heritability tests suggests a false-positive rate of 44%, which is much better than the false-positive rates of 77% and 83% reported in G1-and G3-based screens (27, 41) . If half these lines are heritable, then at an α of 0.05, 9% of the initial putative mutants are true hits. A 10% mutant discovery rate is similar to what has been observed for reverse genetic screens in mice for behavioral phenotypes and for forward genetic screens in Drosophila for behavior. Silva and colleagues (15) screened 54 random knockout, transgenic, and point mutant mouse lines for learning and memory tasks. They discovered that 15 of 54 lines (28%) had significant differences in some aspect of learning task, such as remote memory, freezing, or short-term memory. In another screen of 206 knockout mice from Lexicon and Deltagen (48), 19% of the lines had abnormal phenotype in OFA. Similarly, in Drosophila screens for learning and memory mutants by Boyton and Tully (49), using P-element insertions yielded 170 positives from 1,016 lines screened (17%). In this screen only 23% of initial hits held up in heritability testing-a rate much lower than ours. Thus, in three screens that are similar to ours the mutant discovery rate is between 17% and 28%, within range of what we are observing.
Another consideration given the 10% mutant discovery rate is the probability of having multiple mutations causing the abnormal behavior in the same line. The initial estimate of mutation rates determined by Russell and colleagues (50) using specific locus mouse tester strain was 1/700. Using traditional sequencing as well as next-generation sequencing efforts, the mutation rate has been estimated at ≈1.4 per million base pair for C57BL/6J at the dose of ENU used in this project (51) (52) (53) . Because 1.5% of the 2.5-Gb mouse genome is coding and ≈70% of coding mutations would be nonsynonymous (51) ) × 0.015 × 0.7]. Experimentally derived mutation rates have estimated 45 nonsynonymous coding mutations per G1 genome (52), close to our estimates. If a G1s carries 37 mutations, then every G2 would carry ≈19 nonsynonymous mutations on average. If we assume 22,000 genes in the mouse genome, then 19 of 22,000 or 1 of every 1,158 genes should contain a mutation. If 10% of our screened progeny are true mutants, then we can calculate the number of genes that cause the phenotype of interest as 116 (10% of 1,158). Given our rough calculations, the probability of having 2 of these 116 genes mutated simultaneously is 1/116 2 , extremely unlikely. It is possible that subtle phenotypes identified in this screen are due to noncoding mutations that are in promoters, enhancers, or noncoding RNA, in which case our assumption that only mutations in 1.5% of the genome is meaningful would have to be revised. Because we propose to map these mutants using QTL approaches, two interacting loci that contribute to the phenotype can be resolved and would not pose a technical challenge to genetic mapping.
The ultimate challenge in discovery of subtle mutants is the ability to clone these mutations. Certainly classic linkage approaches that are used for Mendelian phenotypes will not be adequate for such quantitative mutants. QTL approaches have been successful in mapping and cloning ENU-induced mutations (12-14, 54, 55) . In several cases cloning has been facilitated by lethality exhibited by the homozygous mutant, turning a quantitative behavioral trait into a qualitative viability trait that can be used for genetic mapping (12, 13) . We believe a combination of low-resolution mapping using QTL analysis with the recent advances in next-generation sequencing technology will provide a feasible route to cloning of these mutants (11) . Although 1 to 2 SDs might be subtle for ENU screens, a single point mutation affecting a trait by 1 SD is considered quite strong for a QTL. Use of new sequencing technologies has already been applied to the cloning of mutants in Drosophila, Caenorhabditis elegans, Arabidopsis, and yeast (56) (57) (58) (59) (60) . Recently Bruce Beutler and colleagues (61) used bulk segregation mapping along with next-generation sequencing to identify ENU mutation with coat color and circling phenotypes in mice. In addition, this sequencing technology has made feasible the use of closely related mouse substrains such as C57BL/10 as well as C57BL/6 substrains as a mapping partner. Use of closely related strains allows mapping at low resolution but limits the number of genetic modifiers that might exist for subtle behavioral phenotypes such as those seen in this screen. We predict that recent technological progress will greatly facilitate the cloning of the mutants identified in this screen.
Materials and Methods
Animal Husbandry and Testing. Mouse strain C57BL/6J (stock no. 000664) were obtained from Jackson Laboratory. All mice were housed in barrier Specific Pathogen Free (SPF) conditions with Light:Dark (LD 12:12) according to University of Texas Southwestern Medical Center Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee guidelines. Animals (10-14 wk of age) were allowed to acclimate to the testing room for half an hour before behavioral testing. Mice were weighed and visually inspected for low body weight or any other developmental problems, such as malocclusion. Any mouse deemed to be ab-normal was removed from the screen. Mice were placed in a 55 cm × 55 cm × 36 cm (width × length × height) matrix (Phenome Technologies) for OFA for 30 min, followed by i.p. injection with 20 mg/kg cocaine (Sigma C5776) solution in 0.9% saline. Fluorescent light levels were measured at 700 lx ± 56 lx (mean ± SD of all 32 chambers in our testing facility). Ultrafine insulin syringes were used for injection of cocaine (3/10 mL BD Lo-Dose, catalog no. 328438). After each test the test chamber was cleaned with dilute Quatricide solution (Pharmacal Research Labs). Testing was carried out between Zeitgeber Time (ZT) ZT4 and ZT10. For behavioral recording and analysis we used Actimetrics LimeLight software.
ENU Mutagenesis. C57BL/6J mice (6-8 wk old) were injected with ENU (Sigma, catalog no. N3385) as previously described (62) . After recovery from sterility, these G0 mice were mated according to the breeding scheme described in Fig. 1A .
Statistical Analysis. All analyses were carried out using R (33) . For multiple comparison the multcomp package was used (31) . For PCA the SciViews package was used, and for plots the ggplot2 package was used (63) . Clustering was carried out using the MeV software package (64). . Simulations to determine the optimal number of animals to test. Two distributions with identical variance but a 1-SD difference in mean were simulated. Five, 10, 15, or 20 individuals were drawn randomly from each distribution and tested (t test). This was repeated 100,000 times, and the distribution of the P value obtained in the t test is shown. When 20 animals from each distribution are tested, there is an 80% chance of the P value being significant. Fig . S5 . P values for each family for each measured phenotype. P values are represented as −log(P value) on the y axis. Phenotypes on the x axis are marked at the bottom. Several lines have significant P value in multiple phenotypes. P values were calculated using Dunnett's test for multiple comparison using the multcomp package in R. measurements. Both generation 2 (G2) and generation 3 (G3) had a mean that was statistically different in all lines shown in this figure. P values were calculated following a linear model fit using Dunnett's post hoc test for comparison with control C57BL/6J group. Cluster to which these mutants are assigned according to P value clustering is below the line names and is also marked on Fig 4. WT054 was not significant globally when all 230 lines were used for multiple testing but was significant when three groups were compared. It is therefore not assigned to any cluster. (B) Phenotypic data for nonheritable lines. Twelve of 27 lines placed into mating for heritability testing were not heritable. Red and blue boxes represent the mean and 1 SD range for each group shown. Control group, labeled C57BL/6J, is the first group in each panel. Green lines represent mean and 1 SD range of the control group. Graphs in red are PSY measurements and blue are OFA measurements. Initial G2 data had a mean that was statistically different from all lines except ENU129 and ENU142. G3 progeny for all these line are not statistically different. ENU129 and ENU142 were originally bred because the first litter had several animals with high OFA total distance travelled score. However, when more animals were tested from G2, there was no significant trend in the family. However, by the time 10 G2 animals were tested and analyzed, G3s were already generated and therefore tested. Both G2 and G3 are not significantly different from control, therefore they are not assigned to any cluster. WT074 was not significant globally when all 230 lines were used for multiple testing, but G2 is significant when three groups are compared. WT074 was not heritable. P values were calculated following a linear model fit using Dunnett's post hoc test for comparison with control C57BL/6J group. Fig. S7 . Velocity data for WT248 G3 female displaying high-frequency circling (red). Average velocity of approximately 100 control animals' velocity data is shown in blue. Injection of cocaine occurs at 0 min. High-frequency circling is seen approximately 20 min after injection. Video from which this trace is derived is provided as Movie S1.
Supporting Information
Movie S1. Video of circling mouse shown in Fig. 5G . Because of error in software the video is slower than real time. Therefore, the times are shifted in the video. The high-frequency circling can be seen in minute 53 in the video.
Movie S1
